We discuss unitary representations of groups in Hilbert spaces of functions given together with reproducing kernels, and in particular irreducibility. Our main focus is on examples, including spherical representations of orthogonal groups, distance-~ransitive finite graphs, irreducibility of induced representations, the discrete series of SL(2, R), and some representations of PGL(2, Qp).
Introduction
Let 7/ be a Hilbert space of functions on a set X; the scalar product of vectors ¢, X C 7-/is denoted by (¢ I X), is linear in ¢ and antilinear in X-For each x E X, we assume that the evaluation 7/ ~ ¢ ~ ~ ¢(x) • C is a continuous linear form; consequently, there exists a unique function ¢~ • 7/such that ¢(x) = (¢ I ¢~). The kernel ¢ : X x X ~ C defined by ~(x,y) = (¢y I ¢z) = ¢y(x) is then reproducing in the sense that ¢(x) = (¢(.) I¢(., x)) for all ¢ e 7-/ and x e X (about choosing (¢y [ ¢z) rather than (¢z I ¢y), see the footnote in Example 2).
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In case 7-/ is a closed subspace of genuine functions in the Hilbert space L2(X, #), for some measure # on X, the latter formula takes the form
~b(x) = /xe2(x,y)¢(y)d#(y )
forall ¢E7-/ and x E X, possibly more familiar (we have used the identity a2(x, y) = ~(y, x), see below); we insist that any ¢ in such a space is a genuine function on X, not just a function class modulo equality almost everywhere, so that 7-I is also a subspace of the vector space denoted by £2(X, #) in .
Kernels of this type are classical objects of study. There are several foundational articles on them which seem to be independent of each other, in particular by N. Aronszajn , and M.G. Krein , . But Aronszajn refers to older work and Krein builds on previous work by E. Caftan and H. Weyl . In the context of complex analysis, work of Bergman has to be mentioned , ). Moreover, reproducing kernels can be viewed as kernels of positive type (with a slightly different emphasis in the point of view, as explained in detail in the introduction of ). The early history of the subject should therefore include many other contributions including Mercer , Schur [Schur-ll] , Schoen.berg , , and Godement . The theory has been useful in domains including complex analysis, partial differential equations, dilation of linear operators, and stochastic processes (see , , , , ), as well as group representations (see , , , and ).
There is a rather small number of methods for showing the irreducibility of a representation 7r of a group G in a space 7-/. One is first to decompose ~ in a direct sum of pairwise inequivalent irreducible subspaces with respect to a subgroup of G, and then to check that appropriate elements of G interchange these subspaces; a most elementary example is that of a two-dimensional irreducible representation of a finite dihedral group. Another very standard method involves Schur's lemma, and the proof that the commutant of 7r(G) in the ring of continuous linear endomorphisms of Tt contains nothing more than the scalar multiples of the identity.
The purpose of this expositional paper is to advertise the method of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces: for such a space 7-I given together with a unitary representation ~r of a group G related to an appropriate action of G on X, it is enough to check that the space of K-invariant functions in 7-/is one-dimensional, where K in G is the isotropy group of some point in X (Proposition 2). Section 2, on Hilbert spaces of functions, is reduced to the definition, one proposition and two standard examples: homogeneous polynomials in n variables, and Bergman spaces. Group representations appear in Section 3, where some of the most simple cases of the method are exposed, and where it is shown how any cyclic representation [respectively any representation of the discrete series] can be viewed as operating on a Hilbert space of functions [respectively a subspace of L2(G)]. After a short Section 4 with further general properties, Section 5 shows for representations of class one how reproducing kernels can be expressed in terms of zonal spherical functions. Then, these basic ideas are shown to extend to cases involving cocycles in Section 6 and vector-valued functions in Section 7.
In particular, we show that the approach via reproducing kernels Hilbert spaces is relevant for o spherical representations of orthogonal groups SO(n) and O(n), and of unitary groups SU(n) (Examples 3 and 4); o providing a general setting for unitary representations, in particular those in the discrete series (Examples 5 and 6); o finite graphs which are distance-transitive for some finite group of automorphisms, and in particular some representations of symmetric groups Sym(n) and related groups, as well as other finite metric spaces (Examples 7 and 8, and the appendix); o proving results of Godement and Mackey on the irreducibility of induced representations (Example I0); o proving irreducibility for representations of SL(2, ~) in the holomorphic discrete series (Example ii); o proving irreducibility for some cnspidal representations of PGL(2, Qp) (Example 12).
We are grateful to R. Grigorchuk for his collaboration to the appendix of this exposition, and for various useful comments on the other parts.
Hilbert space of functions
We consider as in the introduction a set X and a Hilbert space of functions 7~ on X, such that 1 each evaluation 7-/ ~ ¢ ~ ¢(x) E C is a continuous linear form, the functions Cx E 7-/such that ¢(x) = (¢ I Cx), and the corresponding reproducing kernel
For y E X, the function Cy E H will also be denoted by ~(., y).
Proposition. Let the notation be as above. (i) The kernel ~ is of positive type. In particular, its diagonal values ~(x, x) are real positive, and ](I)(x, y)l 2 < ~(x,x)~(y,y) for all x,y E X.
(ii) The family (¢~)zex generates ~.
5ii) If H ¢ O, then ~(z,x) ¢ 0 for some x e X. (iv) If moreover ~ is of the form ?t• ®R C where 7~ is a real Hilbert space of realvalued functions on X, then ~(x, y) E R for all x, y E X.
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(ii) Observe that, for ¢ E 7-/, the condition (¢ [ ¢~) = 0 for all x E X implies that ¢(x) = 0 for all x C X.
(iii) Assume that ~(x, x) = 0 for all x E X. Then, by (i), ~(x, y) = 0 for all x, y E X, and it follows from (ii) that 7-/= 0.
Claim (iv) is obvious. [] The conclusions of Proposition 1 are readily verified in the simplest cases. For example in the case of a one-dimensional Hilbert space generated by one complex-valued function ¢ on X of Hilbert norm 1, for which the corresponding kernel is given by • (x, y) = ¢(x)¢(y). Another example is the Sobolev space 7-/1 (R+) of those absolutely continuous functions ¢ : ~+ --~ C such that ¢(0) = 0 and fo I¢'(x)I 2 dx < oo, corresponding to functions Cx defined by ¢~(t) = min{t, x}, and therefore to the kernel defined by O(x, y) = rain{x, y}. There is an abundance of classical examples related to orthogonal polynomials; see e.g. , in particular pages 38-44.
Here are two other standard examples.
Example 1. A reproducing Hilbert space of homogeneous polynomial functions.
Consider integers n _> 1, k ___ 0, and the space P(k)(R~) of complex polynomial functions R ~ , C which are homogeneous of degree k. For any a E R~, define ¢~ E 7:'(k)(~ ") by k I . .
:/s i )k--E
]jl=k where {a ] x) denotes the canonical scalar product of the vectors a and x in R n. Let ~ be a domain in C" and let 7-( be the space of those holomorphic functions ¢ on such that fa [¢(z)[ 2 dxldyl.., dxndy, < c~. The corresponding reproducing kernel is the Bergman kernel • : f~ x ~ ---* C of f~, which is holomorphic in the first variable and antiholomorphic in the second variable 2 .
For example, if ~ is a simply connected bounded domain in C, its Bergman kernel is related to uniformizing mappings of ~ onto the open unit disc ID1. More precisely, if f : f~ ~ D1 is a holomorphic diffeomorphism, if w = f-l(0) E ~, and if f'(w) > O, w) ; see e.g. Section V.10 in . In the special case 
Unitary group representations on G-Hilbert spaces of functions
Let 7-/be, as in Section 2, a Hilbert space of functions on a set X, and let moreover G be a group acting on X. There is a canonical action zr of G on the space C z of functions on X, according to the formula
(~(g)¢)(~) = ¢(g-ly),
where g E G, y E X, and ¢ : X ---* C. Define a G-Hilbert space of functions on X to be a Hilbert space of functions as above, say 7-/, such that ;r(g)¢ E 7-/and [[Tr(g)¢l[ = []~b[l for all g E G and ¢ E 7-/, namely such that lr is a unitary representation of G in 7-/. For a subgroup K of G, denote by 7-/K the subspace of 7-( consisting of K-invariant functions, that is of functions ¢ such that r(k)¢ = ¢ for all k E K.
2This is because reproducing kernels are defined by ~(x,y) ---(¢~ I Cx) = ¢~(x). The opposite choice ~(x, y) = {¢~ I Cy) ----¢~(y) would give rise to Bergma~ kernels ~2 (z, w) (
Proof. (i) For g E G and x E X, we have by unitarity of for all ¢ E 7-/, so that ~r(g)¢x = ¢9~' Also (P(gx, gy) = (¢gy I Cgx) : (¢y I ~)x) = ~(X~ y).
(ii) If G acts transitively on X, it follows that there exists a constant d > 0 such that • (x,x) = d for all x E X. Moreover, if 7-/¢ {0}, then d ¢ 0 by Proposition 1.iii. In particular, the function X S x -~ ~(x, w) E C is not zero; as this function is clearly K-invariant, this shows that T{ g ¢ {0}.
(iii) Let now 7/o be a non-zero G-invariant closed subspace of T{, and denote by ~0 its reproducing kernel. The function X ~ x ~ 4~0(x,w) E C is in 7/o K, and afortiori in 7/g. If dimc (7//~) = 1, there exists a constant e such that ~0(x,~) = e~(x,w) for all x E X, indeed (using the invariance of ~ and the transitivity of G on X) such that ~0(x,y) = c~(x,y) for all x,y E X. Choose now X E 7/0, X ¢ 0, and y E X such that X(Y) ~ O. Then x(y) = (n(-) I ~0(.,y)) = e(~(-) I ~(,y)) = ~x (y) so that c ---1 and ~0 --~. Proposition 1.ii shows now that 7-/o = 7/, namely that 7/is irreducible as a G-space. [] Remarks. (i) An irreducible representation ~ : G ~ 34(?-/) is said to be of class one with respect to a subgroup K if dimc (7/g) = 1.
(ii) In Proposition 2, there is no converse to (iii). Indeed, consider a finite group G ~ {e}, a subgroup A, a character ~: A --~ {z E C t izl = 1}, and the Hilbert space 7/ of functions ~ : G ~ C* such that ~(xa) = ~(x)a(a) for all x E G and a E A. The scalar product in 7/is given by (~ I U) = }-:~tcV/A ~(t)u(t) where ~tcG/A indicates a summation over a set of representatives of G/A in G, and ~ is the representation induced by a from A to G. We have
For any choice of w in G, the isotropy group K is reduced to {1} and ~K = 7-/; in particular, dime (7/K) > 1 as soon as A is a proper subgroup of G. There are standard cases for which ~r is irreducible, for example that with G a non-abelian group of order 6, with A a subgroup of order 3, and with cra character of A distinct from the unit character.
(iii) Let G be a locally compact group and K a compact subgroup. Assume that (G, K) is a Gelfand pair, namely that the convolution algebra of K-biinvariant continuous functions with compact support on G is commutative. Assume also that T/K is cyclic for ;r, namely that the closed linear span of ~r(G) (7-/K) is the whole of 7-/. Then the converse of (iii) holds: the irreducibility of ;r implies the equality dimc (T/K) = 1; see Theorem 2 in Chapter IV of . For an introduction to Gelfand pairs, see or ; the terminology refers to a paper by .
Example 3. Representations of ortho9onal groups in spaces of harmonic homogeneous polynomial functions on Euclidean spaces.
Notation being as in Example 1, assume now that n _> 2 and denote by the space of harmonic homogeneous polynomials of degree k, where A denotes the usual 02 02 Laplacian ~x~ +'" + 0-~" We identify any function ~ E T/(k)(R~) with its restriction to the unit sphere S ~-1 C R~; we define a scalar product on L2(~ n-l, #), and in particular on ~_/(k)(1i~), by
where # denotes the probability measure on the sphere which is invariant by the group 
There exists a polynomial of degree k in one indeterminate 
02
The Laplacian ~ +... + ~x2n has an expression in spherical coordinates of the form
~ n_l Oq
where A s denotes the Laplacian on the sphere S n-1. Then
for all k > 0 and ¢ e 7-/(k)(R~), and we have an orthogonal sum (~°=0 ~/(k)(]~n) = L2 (S n-l, #) . In other words, the subspaces 7-/(k)(]t ~) of L2(Sn-I,#) are precisely the eigenspaces of the self-adjoint operator As on L2(S ~-1, #). Moreover, if n > 3, similar arguments show that the representation of the special denote by 7-l(P'q)(C~)the space P(P,q)(C '~) A ~(P+q) (I~ 2~) of harmonic polynomials which are bi-homogeneous of degree (p, q), and view it again as a subspace of the appropriate space L2(S 2n-1,/z) of functions on the sphere; it is easy to check that 7-/(k) (~2n) is the direct sum (~p+q=k 7-l(P'q)(Cn) • Then 7-/(P'q)(C~) is a U(n)-Hilbert space of functions on the (2n-1)-sphere and the subspace 7-/(P,q)(c~)u(n-1) is of dimension 1, so that the corresponding unitary representation of U(n) in 7-/(p,q)(C n) is irreducible. These representations remain irreducible when they are restricted to SU(n). Details appear in, for example, Chapter 11 of Assume moreover that the vector 70 is cyclic for ~r, namely that the closed linear span of {~r(g)~?0}gec is the whole of ]C. Then ~ : E -----* 7-/is a G-equivariant linear isomorphism; it follows that the space 7-/(a priori just a vector space of continuous functions on G) can be given the structure of a Hilbert space isometric to E. In particular, up to equivalence,
any cyclic continuous unitary representation of G occurs in a G-Hilbert space of continuous functions on G itself.
Example 6. The discrete series.
Let G be a locally compact group and let ~ : G ~ L/(K:) be a continuous unitary representation which is irreducible and in the discrete series. For simplicity, let us assume first that G is unimodular; then, r in the discrete series means that the functions g~ ~ (7 I ~r(g)~') are in L2 ( 
for a uniraodular group G, any unitary representation in the discrete series occurs in a closed subspace of L 2 (G) which is also a G-Hilbert space of continuous functions on G.
This carries over to a locally compact group G which is not necessarily unimodular . Recall that an irreducible representation ~ : G , L/(/C) is defined to be in the discrete series if there exists a vector ~ ¢ 0 in E such that the function g ~ ~ (~ ] r(g)~) is in L2(G). To ~ is associated a (a priori unbounded) closed operator On: K: ~ L2(G), with domain {~ e/C I (~ I ~r(.)~) e L2(G)}, defined by Dn(~) = (~] 7r(.)~). It can then be shown that there exists a constant c such that cDn extends to an isometry from/C onto a closed subspace of L2(G).
Further properties of kernels of positive type
Whenever a Hilbert space of functions is given together with an orthonormal basis, the following proposition shows one way to compute the corresponding reproducing kernel.
Proposition. Let 7-t be a Hilbert space of functions on a set X, with reproducing l~ernel 4), and let (ej)jc J be an orthono~mal basis of Tt. Then
for all x, y E X.
Suppose moreover that there exists a positive finite measure # on X such that ~ is a closed subspace of L 2 (X, #), and that fx x x 14)(x, y) t 2 d#(x)dr(y ) < oo. Then
(ii) dime(7-/) = Jx 4)(x,x)d#(x) < oo.
In particular, if there exists moreover a group G which acts transitively on X and preserves #, and if ~ is both a closed subspace of L2(X, #) and a G-Hilbert space of functions on X, then
for all x E X.
Proof. For (i), evaluate the Fourier expansion Cy = ~jej{¢y ] ej}ej at the point x, and obtain 4)(x, y) = Y~jeJ(¢y l ej}(eJ I d)x) = ~~j~J ej(x)ej(y).
For (ii), denote by K~ : L2(X,#) ~ L2(X,#) the linear operator defined by the kernel 4), namely by (K~¢)(x) = fx 4)(x, y)¢(y)d#(y)
for all ¢ e 7-/ and x e X. On the one hand, K~ is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, because of the L2-condition on 4); on the other hand, K~ is the identity, since the kernel 4) is reproducing. It follows that the dimension of 7-{ is finite. Moreover, we have
jCJ jEJ
The equality in (iii) follows now from the transitivity of G on X, which implies that (ii) Suppose that all the hypotheses of the proposition are satisfied as in (iii), that X is a finite set, and that # is the counting measure. Then ~(x, x) C Q. We don't know under which conditions (if any) ~(x, y) C Q for all x, y E X.
Let us now show how any kernel of positive type arises as in Proposition 1. This is often refered to as a GNS construction, in honour of Gelfand, Naimark and Segal. (To whom we could add Kolmogorov, since Lemma 2 of shows that a matrix (cm,~)~,~>_l is of positive type if and only if there exists a sequence of vectors {~ in some Hilbert space such that em,n = ({m ] {nl') The following proposition is sometimes called the "Moore-Aronszajn theorem".
Proposition. Let • : X × X ---+ C be a kernel of positive type on a set X. (i) There exists a Hilbert space of functions ~ C C z such that (P is the reproducing kernel of TI.
Suppose moreover that X is a topological space and that the kernel • is continuous.
(ii) The embedding X ~ x ~ Cx E ~ is continuous. for all ib E ~pre and x C X. The first consequence of this is that (~b I ~bl = 0 implies ~b(x) = 0 for all x E X, namely ~b = 0; thus ~p~ together with (. I 'I is a prehilbert space. Let ~ denote its completion. The second consequence of (*) is that, for (~bn)n>l a Cauchy sequence in 7-1pre converging towards some ~b E 7-l, the sequence of numbers (~n(x) )n>_l converges for all x E X, so that 7-/is indeed a Hilbert space of functions on X, with reproducing kernel Claim (ii) is a straightforward consequence of the continuity of ~. If the kernel • is continuous, the functions Cy = ~(., y) are continuous, so that any function is ~p~ is clearly continuous. If (¢~)n_>1 is a Cauchy sequence in ~p~ converging towards ¢ E 7-/as above, then the numerical sequences (~)n(X))n>_l converge locally uniformly towards ¢(x), and it follows that ¢ is continuous. This shows Claim (iii). [] Remarks. (i) The previous proposition shows in particular that "starting with ~" and "starting with 7-/" correspond to dual points of view, as explained in the introduction of .
(ii) Assume that X is a locally compact space', and let the space C(X) of complexvalued continuous functions on X be endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subspaces. For 4~ a kernel of positive type on X and 7-/the corresponding Hilbert space of functions, the two following conditions are equivalent:
7-/is a subset of C(X) and the inclusion is continuous, is separatly continuous and locally bounded.
(Proposition 24 of .) Further regularity conditions on/I~ imply corresponding regularity conditions on functions in 7-/; see Proposition 25 of .
(iii) For a systematic exposition of the theory of Hilbert spaces of functions, see .
Reproducing kernels and spherical functions
In this section, we want to show how to express reproducing kernels in terms of spherical functions. For simplicity, we restrict our attention to the case of a compact group G given together with a closed subgroup K. Set X = G/K, let # be a positive finite G-invariant measure on X, and let ~r denote the natural unitary representation of G on the Hilbert space L 2 (X, #). We choose a ~r(G)-invariant irreducible closed subspace 7-I of L2(X, #) and we set 7-/K = {¢ E 7-/ t 1r(k)¢ = ¢ for all k e K}. It follows from Peter-Weyl theory that 7-/is a finite-dimensional G-Hilbert space of continuous functions on X. We assume moreover that dimc (7-/K) = 1, namely that the restriction of lr to 7-/is a class one representation of G with respect to K.
Choose a unit vector ~ E 7-/K. To ~ corresponds the zonal spherical function f :
observe that f is a K-biinvariant function. Let (I) : X × X ----* C be the reproducing kernel of the G-Hilbert space of function 7-/. Denote by w E X the canonical base point (the class K in G/K), and let ¢~ : X --* C be defined as in Section 1 by ¢~(x) = O(x,w). Both ~ and ¢~ are in ?_/K, so that there exists a constant c E C* such that ¢~ = c~. Since ¢~ (w) > 0 (see Propositions 1 and 2), we can further normalize by ~(w) > 0; then c is real positive.
Proposition. The notation being as above, we have
and
for all g, g~ E G.
Proof. We have
Together with Equality (iii) in Proposition 3, this implies
so that the first equality holds. Then
~(gw) : c-l(~w(gw) = C-I(I)(goJ,W) -.~ cf(g -1)
for all g E G. [] Remarks (i) It may be convenient to normalize ~ by ~(w) = 1, instead of II~ll = 1 and > 0.
(ii) In the situation of Proposition 5, the terminology for ¢, ~, and f is not uniform. Example 7. Distance-transitive graphs.
Let X be a connected finite graph (here a simple graph, namely a graph without loops or multiple edges). We view its vertex set X as a metric space for the usual combinatorial distance, written d. Let ~2(X) be the finite-dimensional Hilbert space of functions X ----+ C, for the scalar product defined by (¢ [ X) = Excx ¢(x)x(x). With the notation of Proposition 1, the function Cx is the characteristic function of x E X and the kernel ¢ is the characteristic function of the diagonal in X x X.
Let A be the adjacency matrix of X, viewed as a self-adjoint operator on 12(X);
equivalently (A~)(x) = ~y~x ~(Y) for all ~ E ~2(X) and x C X, where ~y~z indicates a summation over those vertices y E X which are connected to x by an edge. For each eigenvalue ,~ of A, let 7-t~ denote the corresponding eigenspace of A.
Assume that X is distance-transitive, namely that there exists a group G of automorphisms of X which acts transitively on pairs of equidistant vertices; equivalently, that G is transitive on X and that the isotropy subgroup K of some vertex w E X is transitive on spheres in X centred at w. Then g2(X) is a G-Hilbert space of functions 
tpj(t) = bj-lPj-l(t) + ajpj(t) + Cj+lPj+l(t)
for j E {2,..., D -1}. In particular, 7r(G)' is generated by A and is abelian, so that (G, K) is a Gelfand pair. Also, the degree of the minimal polynomial of A is D + 1 and A has exactly D + 1 pairwise distinct eigenvalues. It follows that the representations of G in the spaces 7{~ are pairwise inequivalent. The convolution algebra of K-invariant functions on X (= of K-biinvariant functions on G) coincides with the algebra of operators on ~2(X) generated by A. It has various names, such as the adjacency algebra in , the appropriate Hecke algebra in , and the centraliser ring in .
Let A be an eigenvalue of A. The function ~ C (7-/~) K, now normalised by ~:,(w) = 1, is given by 1
for x E X with d(w,x) = k, where IBk(co)l denotes the number of vertices of X at distance k from oz. See e.g. Section 13.1.5 of .
Example 8. Johnson graphs and Hamming graphs. Spherical functions can be written in terms of the so-called Hahn polynomials. TNs, and some description of the eigenspaees of the adjacency matrix A, can be found in (pages 487-488); see also and [Delsa-781.
There exists a classification of all Gelfand pairs of the form (Sym(n), K) for n > 18 (the hypothesis n > 18 is not strictly necessary, but the analysis of smaller n involves many "sporadic groups"). See . There are many other examples of distance-transitive graphs in . However, there are also finiteness results. Indeed, the diameter D of a distance-transitive graph of degree k _> 3 is bounded above by (k6)!22k; there are known better bounds: 8 for k = 3, and 2k -1 for all known distance-transitive graphs of degree k > 3. This is a result of Cameron, Praeger, Saxl & Seitz, and Weiss : see Corollary 7.3.2, page 220 in .
For examples of finite metric spaces which are not underlying finite graphs, see the appendix below.
Reproducing kernels for a G-space with a cocycle
Consider again a set X, a Hilbert space 7-I of functions on X such that each evaluation ¢ ~ ¢(x) is continuous, and the corresponding reproducing kernel ~. Consider moreover a group G acting on X and a cocycle a : G × X ~ C*, the cocycle condition being oz(glg2,x ) = o~ (gl,g2x)a(g2,x ) for all gl,g2 C G and x E X.
There is an action lr~ of G on the space C x of functions on X, according to the formula (Tra(g)~2) (X) : o~(g -1, X)~)(g--lx). There is a natural isometry from the Hilbert space 7-( onto 7-/' = ~2(T), mapping a function ~ E 7-/to its restriction ~' = ~l T. The representation 7r is accordingly equivalent to the representation 7r' on 7-/' defined by
This shows that, when expressed as 7r', the induced representation Ind,(a) is a particular case of a representation 7ra. [] Given a G-set X and a cocycle ~ : G × X ----* C*, define a (G, ct)-Hilbert space of functions on X to be a Hilbert space 7-I of functions on X such that 7r~(g)¢ E 7-/ and 117r~(g)¢l] = I}¢1] for all g E G and ¢ E 7-/, namely such that 7r~ is a unitary representation of G in 7-/. For w E X and K = {k E G I kw = w} its isotropy subgroup, observe that K ~ k H c~(k,w) E C* is a group homomorphism. Set 7-( K'~ = {¢ E 7-I l 7ra(k)¢ = ~(k-l,w)¢ for all k E K}.
The following statements generalize those of Proposition 1 to the present setting. 
the irreducibility of induced representations (results of Godement and Mackey).
Consider a group G, a subgroup K, the quotient space X = G/K with its standard base point w = K, a cocycle a : G x X ~ {z E C ] Iz] = 1}, the Hilbert space g2(X), and the corresponding unitary representation ira of G in 7-/. With the same notation as in Proposition 1, we have ¢~ = 5~ (the Dirac "measure" at x) for all x E X, so that the reproducing kernel of 12(X) is given by the Kronecker symbol: ~(x, y) = 5,~,y. The isotropy subgroup of w is of course K; the subspace e2(X) K'a = {¢ e 7"/I ~-~(k)¢ = a(k-l,w)¢ for all k E K} of 7-I is contained in the subspace g2(z)K'~bs = {¢ e f2(X) ] the absolute value of ¢ is constant on each K-orbit}.
It follows that if all the orbits of K on the complement of {w} in X are infinite, then the representation rr~ is irreducible.
This is the result of Appendix A in .
For an appropriate cocycle a (see Example 9), the representation ~r~ above is an induced representation, the result is a particular case of a result of Mackey, and the converse does hold: see e.g. 
The quasi-regular representation InC~g(1g ) of G on 12(G/K) is irreducible if and only if Comma (K) = K.
Further work related to Example 10 appear in We follow essentially Chapter 17 in , with a slight amount of translation in the reproducing kernel language. See also, e.g. Chapter V in .
The special unitary group 
{(a }
G
~I'¢(Z)'2(1--'Z'U) k-2ldzAd2<2i co}.
For k _> 2, it can be checked that any polynomial in z is in 7-/k. Using the G-invariance for all ¢ E 7-/k. In particular, if ¢0 E 7-/k denotes the constant function of value 1, then ¢0 E 7-{ g'~k. Let now ¢ E 7{g,~k; then the meromorphic function ~o is lrk(K)-invariant, namely is constant on circles centred at the origin in D1. Since such a function is constant, ¢ is a constant multiple of ¢o. Hence dimc (7-/K'ak) = 1, and this ends the proof of the irreducibility of ~rk.
Hilbert spaces of vector-valued functions
We consider a set X, a Hilbert space V, and a Hilbert space 7{ of V-valued functions on X such that each evaluation 7-I ~ ~ ~ ¢(x) E V is a continuous linear operator.
Denote by £(V) the C*-algebra of all continuous linear operators on V. For each x E X and u E V, there exists a unique element ¢~,~ E 7-I such that
The vector ¢~,~ depends on u in a way which is linear (obvious), and bounded, since
where c~ is the norm of the linear mapping 7{-I ~ ~, ) ¢(x) E V. It follows that there exists a linear operator ¢~ : V ~ 7-/such that ¢~,~ = ¢~(u).
Define the reproducing kernel of 7-I to be
: x × x ~ (x, y) ~-~ (¢x)*¢~ e L(v).
Thus, for x, y E X and u, v E V, we have
$~,~(.) = ¢(.,y)v ~ n c v x.
The following statements generalize those of Proposition 1 to the present setting.
Proposition. Let the notation be as above. n (i) The kernel (~ is of positive type: Y~d,k=l AjAk~(xj, xk) is a positive operator in E(V) for all integer n, complex numbers AI,..., An, and points Xl,..., xn in X.
(ii) The family (¢~ ~ = ((I)(., X)u)~eX,~EV generates U. \ ' /xEX,uEV (iii) g 7{ # o, then ~(x, x) # 0 for some x e X.
Proof. (i) follows from a straightforward computation.
To show (ii), let ~ E 7-/be such that (¢ I Cx,~}u = 0 for all x E X and u E V. Then {~b(x) I u)v = 0 for all x E X and u E V, that is, ~b = 0.
(iii) Assume that (I)(x, x) = 0 for all x E X. Then
IlO=(u)ll 2 = <(¢~)*0~(~) I~>v = o
and hence Cx(u) = Cx,~ = 0 for all x E X and u C V. Therefore, 7-/= 0, by (ii). [] Consider moreover a group G acting on X and a cocycle a : G x X ~ GL(V), the cocycle condition being (~(glg2,x) = a(g2,x)a(gl,gux) for all gl,g2 e G and x E X (mind the order of the two operators a(...)). There is an action ra of G on the space V z of V-valued functions on X, according to the formula Define a (G, a)-Hilbert space of V-valued functions on X to be a Hilbert space 7-I as above such that ~r~(g)¢ e 7-/and II~(g)¢H --I1¢11 for all g e G and ¢ e 7-/, namely such that r~ is a unitary representation of G in 7-/.
Propositions 8 and 9 generalize Propositions 2 and 6 to the present setting. (For a generalization of the GNS construction of Proposition 4, we refer to ; for more on operator-valued positive definite kernels, see 
K 3 k, ~ ~(k,w) E GL(V)
is a group homomorphism. In the sequel, we shall assume that ~(k, w) is a unitary operator on V for all k E K, that is, k ~-+ ~(k, w) is a unitary representation of K.
Let ~ be the vector space of all mappings • : X -+ L(V) such that for all k C K, x E X and such that ko(.)u E 7-/for all u C V. Observe that, by the previous proposition, the mapping x ~-+ (I)(x, w) is an element from .F. As is well known, the quotient X = GIK can be equipped with the structure of an infinite regular tree of degree p + 1 on which G acts (in the natural way) by isometries (see Chapter II in ). Let w be the coset K. For each integer n > 1, denote by Sn the sphere of radius n with centre w and by A~ the matrix (,0 0) (we make no notational distinction between a matrix in GL(2, Qp) and its image in PGL(2, Qp)). The vertex A~w is at distance n from w and we choose (p + 1)p ~-1 elements kJ ~) e K with k~ ~) = I such that
The family (,~) } T= kj An I nEN, j=l,...,(p+l) 
&(k, xn) = AnlkAn = ( 1 O) pna 1 E K(p)
and hence a(k, xn) = I. It follows from this that kxn = x~, and
Hence, every column of the matrix ~(Xn) is invariant under ~r(A). By our assumption on o, it follows that ~(x~) = 0 for all n _> 1. As X = U~cNKx~, this implies that ~(x) = 0 for all x E X, x ~ a~. Observe that, since ~(w) = ~(kw) = o'(k)-l~(w)cy(k), the matrix ~(w) commutes with a(k) for all k E K. Hence, by Schur's lemma, ~(w) is a mutiple of the identity I on V. It follows that the space ~ from the previous proposition is one-dimensional, proving the irreducibility of ~ra. We claim that ~ is square integrable. In fact, 7r~ is a so-called cuspidal representation, that is, 7c~ has a non-zero matrix coefficient with compact support. Indeed, fix a unit vector v E V. Let ¢ : X ----* V be the element in 7-I defined by ¢(w) = v and ¢(x) = 0 otherwise. Then g ) (Tr~(g)¢ I ¢> has compact support. Normalizing the Haar measure # on G by #(K) = 1, we have by Schur's orthogonality relations £ I *>12d,(g) = fK I
showing that the formal dimension of 7r~ is equal to dim V. In order to construct a representation a with the required properties, observe that Similarly, the space OT(m) of ends of the infinite tree T(m) is a compact ultrametric space of diameter A0 for a distance d h defined by the same formulas as above. The isometry group of this space is isomorphic to the group of root-preserving 4 automorphisms of the graph T(m), and also the appropriate inverse limit of the groups Aut(T,~(m)).
The action of the group Gn = Is(Ln (m), dh) on X = Ln (m) is two point homogeneous: this means that, given x,y,x',y' E X with dh(x,y ) = dh(x',y'), there exists g E 6n such that gx = x' and gy = y'. Similarly, the action of 6 = Is(aT(m), dh) on OT(rn) is two point homogeneous. We have the following characterization.
A compact ultrametric space with a transitive group of isometries is isometric to one of the spaces (Ln(m),dh) or (OT(m),dh) defined above. Moreover the action of the full isometry group on such a space is two point homogeneous.
See Proposition 6.2 in or Section 3 in ; see also Proposition 6.3 of the first reference for an extension to the case of totally disconnected metric spaces. There is a natural projection from ~2(Ln) n k = ~k=0 7-/~ onto ~2(Ln-1) = n-1 which identifies all factors but the last one of the nth level to the corresponding factors of the (n -1)st level; the kernel of this projection is T/~. Consequently, there are canonical isomorphisms k whenever k < n; we may view each of these spaces as a space T/k of functions defined on Ln, for some n > k depending on the context, as well as on OT. If tt denotes the 4This condition is not always empty, as shown by the case with ml --3 and mn = 2 for n >_ 2.
usual Aut(T)-invariant probability measure on OT (which can be viewed as the infinite product of the uniform probability measures on the finite sets {0, 1,... ,mk -1}), we
The representations.
Let rr~ denote the natural unitary representation of the group G~ = Aut(T~) on 12(L~). It is clear that the above orthogonal decomposition of g2(Ln) is 7rn(Gn)-invariant. Denote by wn the vertex (ml -1,m2 -1,. .. ,ran -1) E L~, and by :P~ its isotropy group in ~. The two point homogeneous property discussed above implies that (~, P~) is a Gelfund pair.
Each Irn can also be viewed as a representation of the group G = Aut(T). The transitive action of G on OT leaves the probability measure # invariant, and provides a representation ~r of G on L2(OT,#). The direct sum L2(OT,#) = (~k=o~ 7-lk is a decomposition of ~r into irreducible representations, and is multiplicity free. If P denotes the isotropy subgroup of the point co = (mk -1)k> 1 E OT in the group G = Aut(T), then (~, :P) is again a Gclfand pair (now with ~ a profinite group and P a closed subgroup).
For simplicity, we restrict for some time the discussion to the Gelfand pair (Gn, Pn) and the decomposition e 2 (Ln) n k = t~k=o T/~, for some given n >_ 0. Remarks. (i) The reproducing kernel of the Gn-Hilbert space of functions 7-t~ is simply given in terms of f~ as in Proposition 5.
(ii) The functions ~k are in some sense classical: they appear in Section 12 of [Letac- s2].
The averaging operators. The analogue here of the operator A and its powers in Example 7 can be described as follows. Define for each k E {0, 1,..., n} an operator Ak on g2(Ln) by (A~¢)(x) = k -1
(1-Ij=l my) Ev£x ¢(y). Then Ak is the orthogonal projection of g2(L~) k j on Dj=0 ~tn. k Its eigenvalues are 1, with multiplicity ]-Ij=l mj, and 0. In particular, An is the identity operator, A0 is of rank one, and H~ is the common eigenspace of those ¢ E g2(L~) for which Aj~ = ¢ when j < k and Aj¢ = 0 when j > k.
The algebra of operators on g2(L~) which commute with 7~n(~n) is abelian of dimension n + 1, and {A0, A1,..., AN} is a linear basis. This algebra is naturally isomorphic to the convolution algebra (also called Hecke algebra) of Pn-biinvariant functions on 6n, with {fn °, f~,..., fg} as linear basis. One could express elements of one of these basis in terms of the other; the formulas would be in some sense analogous to change of basis formulas for the space of central functions on a finite group, the two natural basis being given there by irreducible characters on the one hand and characteristic functions of conjugacy classes on the other hand.
A2. A Finitely generated example on the binary tree
The group ~ = Aut(T(m)) of the previous section is not finitely generated, even in the topological sense: it is a compact group in which no finitely generated subgroup is dense. In this section we want to show that there are finitely generated subgroups G of ~ which are two point homogeneous on each level Ln (m), thus providing sequences (G~, P~)n>0 of Gelfand pairs, with the G~ appropriate finite quotients of G.
The group G and the pairs (G~, pn).
Let rn be the sequence with m~ = 2 for all n _ 1, so that T = T(m) is the binary tree. Let a E Aut(T) be defined on the vertices of T by a (jl,j2,...,jn) (O, j2,j3,...,jn) = (0,j2,ja,... ,jn) b(1,j2,ja, ,j,) (1, c(j2,ja, ... ,jn)) for n _> 2. It is easy to check that a S = b 2 = c 2 = d 2 = 1. Let G be the subgroup of = Aut(T) generated by {a, b, c, d}. This is the "first Grigorchuk group" from ; for other references and an exposition, see . For each n > 0, we denote by Gn the finite quotient of G which acts naturally on the level L~, and by Pn the isotropy subgroup of the vertex w~ = (1,..., 1) E L~.
The group G~ is two point homogenous on L,~ for any metric d x of the previous section. This has been shown in Theorem 9.17 of [BarGr-02], but we want to give now a different argument.
Three properties of the action of G on T.
Property (i).
For each vertex u of T, let T~ denote the binary tree of those vertices x of T which have u as ancestor. On the one hand, we denote by Stc(u) ]T~ the restriction to T~ of the isotropy subgroup {g E G ] g(u) = u}. On the other hand, there is a canonical isomorphism T ~ T~ by which we identify Aut(T) and its subgroups with groups of automorphisms of T~.
The action of G on T is fractal, which means that Property (ii) . The action of G on the level Ln is transitive, for all n >__ 0. This is obvious for n ~ 1 (since a E G), and then follows from Property (i) by induction on n.
Property (iii).
Let K = ((ab)2} C be the smallest normal subgroup of G containing (ab) 2. Then K is a subgroup of G which fixes the two vertices of L1. The group K contains the subgroup K × K of G, where the first factor of the product K × K holds for the group K itself acting on "the first half" To of T, and similarly for the second factor and T1. (It is known that K is of index 16 in G and that K × K, viewed as above, is a subgroup of index 4 in K.) Moreover, K is generated by the elements (,) Proof. Recall that, for each n >_ 0, we denote by w~ the vertex (1,..., 1) E L~; let Pn be the corresponding isotropy subgroup in G (or in G~). Similarly, we have w ---1 ~ E OT and P --{g E G I gw = w} = N~=oP~. Set moreover uj --lj-10 E Lj for all j > 1. It follows from Property (i) of the action of G on T that there exists for each j > 0 an element gj E P such that gjIT~ = b; observe that gj(uj+l) = uj+l and that gjlT~,~+l = a. It follows then from Property (iii) that P contains for each j > 1 a subgroup K(j) such that K(j)IT~, ~ = K, and which fixes any vertex of T of which uj is not an ancestor. (The group P contains the infinite direct sum ~j>l K(j), but we will not use this fact here.) As a consequence, the subgroup (K(j),gj-1) acts on Tuj as (K, a), and it follows from Lemma 11 that this action is transitive on each level of T~j.
Consider now an integer n > 0, and the action of P on L~. For any metric dh, there are exactly n + 1 spheres around Wn in L~, of radii 0, >,n-l, 3,n-2,..., A0. The sphere of radius Aj-1 consists precisely of the vertices in L~ which have uj as ancestor (1 _ j __ n). Thus, the transitivity of (K(j),gj-1} on T~¢ can be reformulated as the transitivity of P on the sphere of radius Aj-1 around wn in Ln (1 < j < n).
This shows that G is two point homogeneous on each level of T. The other claims of the proposition are now straightforward. [] Remark. Inside the automorphism group G of the binary tree, there is a group G generated by four automorphisms {a, b, ~, d}, which contains strictly the group G = (a, b, c, d) discussed above (see , page 65). Proposition 12 holds for G and the actions of the appropriate finite quotients Gn on the levels L~.
A3. Examples on regular rooted trees of higher degrees
Choose an integer d > 3. Let m be the sequence with mn = d for all n _ 1, so that T = T(m) is the d-ary tree. We consider now a subgroup G of the automorphism group ~ = Aut(T). For each n _> 0, let G,~ denote again the finite quotient of G which acts naturally on the level L~ of T, and let Pn denote the isotropy subroup of Wn = (d -1,..., d -1) E Ln. For any of the metrics d h introduced in Section A1, the level Ln splits as the disjoint union of n + 1 spheres S,~(0) = {wn}, Sn(1),..., Sn(n) of increasing radii around wn; the group P~ acts naturally on each of these spheres. We consider moreover a permutation a of the first level L1 = {0, 1,..., d -1} which is a d-cycle.
Groups which cannot be two point homogeneous on the levels.
Assume now that, for each vertex u E T, the stabilizer StG(u)IT~, acts on the first level {u0, ul,..., u(d -1)} of Tu as a power of a. Then, for each n _> 1 and for each index k E {1,...,n}, the action of Pn on Sn(k) has at least d -1 orbits. This is obvious if n = 1, since P1 is reduced to one element. Similarly, for n > 2 and for each k E {1,..., n}, the group P~ fixes the vertex w~-k E L~-k; it follows that Pn fixes also the d-1 vertices (d-1)n-kj E Ln-k+l, with j E {0, 1,..., d-2}. Thus Pn has at least d -1 orbits in Sn(k), 1 < k < n, and (d -1)n + 1 orbits on L~.
The previous argument shows that a subgroup G of Aut(T) with two point homogeneous actions on all levels L~ cannot have its first quotient group G1 reduced to some powers of a. P. Neumann has found an example of a perfect group G which is residually finite and isomorphic to the wreath product G ~ Alt(6), namely to the semi-direct product G 6 >4 Alt(6) corresponding to the natural action of the alternate group Alt(6) on the direct sum of 6 copies of G (see , in particular pages 308-310, where our G is written C). This group is fractal; its action on each level of the 6-ary tree T (with d --6) is transitive and two point homogeneous on each level of the tree. Neumann's example carries over to any integer d > 6. More generally, it is a natural project to construct other classes of finitely generated automorphism groups of d-ary trees which are two point homogeneous on all levels.
Groups acting on the ternary tree.
Our last purpose is to show examples of groups G of automorphisms of the ternary tree with the following properties: the group Gi is the group of powers of a, so that the groups Gn are not two point homogeneous on the corresponding levels, but the pairs (G,~, P~) are nevertheless Gelfand pairs for all n _> 1. In each of our examples, P~ has 2n + 1 orbits on L,~ for all n > 0. To prove that the commuting algebra Irn(Gn)' is abelian (by induction on n), the crucial observation is that the kernel of the natural projection P~,~-I : 7r~,(Gn)' ~ 7rn_i(G~-l)' is a two-sided ideal of dimension two in a semisimple algebra, and is therefore an abelian direct summand.
We set from now on d = 3, and we use for the groups the same notation as in . Let a E Aut(T) be defined on the vertices of T by a(ji,j2,...,jn) = (ji + 1,j2,...,jn)
where jl + 1 E {0, 1, 2} is understood modulo 3. Each of the groups below has two generators of order 3, one being a and the other being defined recursively by an equality of the form b = (a, *, b), where • denotes a suitable element depending on the example; compare with the definition of G in Section A2.
The Fabrikowski-Gupta group F.
Let F be the subgroup of Aut(T) generated by a and t = (a, 1, t) . Let K denote the subgroup of commutators in F. Our first claim is that (*) KxKxK <_ K.
Indeed, we have ata -i = (t, a, 1) and therefore
It, ata -1] = ([a, t], 1, 1).
It follows that K × {1} x {1} < K. Similar arguments show that {1} × K × {1} _< K and {1} × {1} × K < K are subgroups of K. Our second claim is that K has exactly 3 orbits on L2. Indeed, on the one hand it is obvious that K has at least 3 orbits on L2 since K acts as the identity on Li. On the other hand t-lata -1 = (a-it, a,t -1) acts transitively on the three vertices 00, 01, 02 of L2 below 0, and also on the three vertices 10, 11, 12 below 1, whereas t-ia-ita = (a -1, t, t-la) acts transitively on the three vertices 20, 21, 22 below 2.
Our third claim is that F is fractal. Indeed, from a-lt-Iat = a-l(t-lata-1)a = (a, t -1, a-it) a-lt-la-lta 2 = (t, t-la, a -1) we see that the stabilizer of the vertex 0 C L1 coincides with (a, t) = F. More generally Str(u)lTu = F, first for any u E L1 by a similar argument, and then for any vertex u of the tree T by induction on the level of u. As F is a fractal group which acts transitively on the first level, it acts also transitively on any level of the tree. (This is a general and easy fact: see e.g. Lemma 2.3 in .)
As a consequence of this and of the second claim, the group K has exactly 3 orbits on L~ for each n > 1.
Consider now the base point w = 2 ~ E OT and the isotropy subgroup P of w in F. On the one hand, P contains t = (a, 1, t) which acts as a 3-cycle on the three vertices below 0, and ata -1 = (t, a, 1) which acts as a 3-cycle on the three vertices below 1. On the other hand, by (.), we have inside P a subgroup of the form (K×K) x(K×K)×...x(K×K) (n pairs of factors),
where, for j = 1,..., n and the vertices u = 2J-10, v = 2J-ll in L#, the jth pair K x K acts by the product action on T, × Tv (observe that the (n -1)st and the nth pairs act trivially on vertices of L~). It follows that P has exactly 2n + 1 orbits on Ln. We denote by Fn, Pn the finite quotients of F, P which act naturally on Ln. The Gupta-Sidki group ~ and the Bartholdi-Grigorchuk group F.
Let ~ be the subgroup of Aut(T) generated by a and w = (a,a-l,w) , ). Let K denote now the subgroup of commutators in ~.
The previous considerations apply to ~ with minor changes only. For example, setting w ~ = 7w7 -1 and w -~ = "),-lw 7 for 7 E ~ (3' ¢ 1), we have and we use this to show that K x K x K _< K.
It follows that Proposition 13 holds for the Gupta-Sidki group ~.
Proposition 13 holds also for a third example, the Bartholdi-Grigorehuk group F, generated by a and v --(a,a,v) . Arguments for F are slightly different than for F and ~, but we will not give details here.
